CCOOMMPPRREEHHEENNSSIIOONN QQUUEESSTTIIOONNSS
1. Why did the miller tell the king that his
daughter could spin straw into gold? …..
…...........................................................
2. Where did the king put the girl? ………..
…...........................................................
3. Could miller’s daughter really spin straw
into gold? ……………............................
…...........................................................
4. Who came to the locked room at night
and helped the girl? …….........................
………………………………………………
5. Did the imp take anything in exchange
for his help? ………….............................
…...........................................................
6. What did the king do after he saw that
all the straw was spinned into gold? …...
.....………………………….......................
7. Did the imp take the queen’s firstborn
child as promised? ..................................
…………….............................................
8. How could the queen learn the imp’s
name? ………………………...................
………………………………………………

CCIIRRCCLLEE TTHHEE CCOORRRREECCTT CCHHOOIICCEE
1. The miller wanted to become ………………
so he told the king a lie.
famous / rich / successful
2. The king put the miller’s daughter girl in the
…………........... in a locked room.

WWRRIITTEE TTRRUUEE OORR FFAALLSSEE
1. ______ The miller’s daughter could spin
straw into gold because she was talented.
2. ______ The king didn’t let her go, though
he saw the room was filled with gold.
3. ______ The imp came every night and
helped the miller’s daughter for nothing.
4. ______ The queen did not want to give
her child so she begged the imp.
5. _____ The man followed the imp, but he
could not learn his real name.

tower / farmhouse / barn
3. The miller’s gaughter could not spin straw
into gold so she began ......................... .
sleeping / laughing / crying
4. The imp didn’t take a gold .........................
from the miller’s daughter.
necklace / bracelet / ring
5. When the imp came to ask for the child, she
offered him as much ............. as he wanted.
gold / money / straw
6. The imp got ..................... when the queen
guessed his name successfully.
amazed / pleased / angry
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ANSWER KEY
Comprehension Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Because he wanted to get rich.
He put her in the tower in a locked room.
No, she couldn’t.
An imp came to the locked room at night and helped the girl.
Yes, he did.
He married the miller’s daughter.
No, he didn’t.
She sent a messenger to follow the imp and learn his name.

Write True or False
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

False
True
False
True
False

Circle the Correct Choice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

rich
tower
crying
bracelet
gold
angry
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